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SWEEP & BUTTERFLY NETS

Insect nets are one of the most iconic tools in the entomologist’s kit bag. 
Around since at least the 1840s, the earliest forms would not have been 
dissimilar in design or use to those still widely used today. They are, most 
basically, a deep net bag made of material that is robust but gentle enough 
not to damage the captured insect, designed to be swept across grass or 
other vegetation or to catch flying insects as they are spotted. That said, in 
the last 180 or so years, a number of different designs have arisen, making 
it hard for the aspiring entomologist know what type to choose.

As the name may imply, the main difference between a 
sweep net and a butterfly net is the group that they are 
designed to catch, and by extension the way in which 
they are used. Sweep nets are designed to sample a wide 
range of insects, from flies to beetles, and are usually 
swept across the tops of vegetation, such as long grass,  
before inspection. Because they often come into contact 
with woody plants and the like, the frame is reinforced 
and the net material must be reasonably robust to 
prevent tearing. This has the drawback of making it a 
little heavy and coarse, and thereby potentially damaging 
to the wings of very delicate insects like butterflies.

Butterfly nets, on the other hand, have bags that are 
made from a much lighter, finer material that is less 
likely to damage delicate invertebrates. This makes them 
suitable for a number of invertebrate groups, including 
craneflies, but most notably Lepidoptera (butterflies and 
moths). Of course, the finer mesh is more delicate and 
likely to be torn by vegetation or powerful insects such as 
crickets and large beetles.

For the purpose of this Buyer’s Guide, the term ‘insect 
net’ will be used when referring to principles that are true 
of both butterfly and sweep nets.

SWEEP NETS AND BUTTERFLY NETS – WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

INTRODUCTION

To view our full 
range of sweep and 
butterfly nets, visit 

www.nhbs.com

Standard Sweep Net

Lightweight 
Butterfly Net

https://www.nhbs.com/standard-sweep-net?bkfno=235121&ad_id=4494
https://www.nhbs.com/
https://www.nhbs.com/standard-sweep-net?bkfno=235121&ad_id=4494
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KEY FEATURES

Many entomologists relish the challenge of 
finding a remote, hitherto unexplored site, far 
away from the beaten path, with undisturbed 
habitats where anything might be hiding. The 
equipment we carry, however, can quickly 
mount up – an insect net, spare bags, pooter, 
beating tray, collecting tubes, notebooks, 
camera, not to mention lunch – and can 
weigh a lot. Many entomologists, therefore, 
begin with lightweight, compact gear that 
can be easily transported.

In our opinion, the qualities that determine a 
desirable insect net are weight and balance, 

The ‘head’ of an insect net can be designed 
in a few different ways; different shapes can 
maximise the area sampled and foldable and 
crushable designs can improve portability. 
Most entry-level nets have a frame that is 
a simple loop of metal. This keeps them 
lightweight and cost effective, but limits the 
size that they can practically be.

Beyond entry level, insect nets tend to adopt 
more complex designs but are generally 
split into three categories: fixed, folding and 
crushable frames. Fixed frames are built using 
the same principle as simpler nets, but often 
have a pentagonal shape. This increases the 
overall aperture size without making the net 
much bigger, allowing for larger samples. 
Folding frames are usually roughly triangular 
and can be folded to make transport easy.

Finally, some butterfly nets are made with a 
crushable frame. The loop is made of a thin 
strip of metal that can be twisted around on 
itself, allowing the net to be stored in a small 

as these will determine how comfortable the 
user is during long sampling sessions, and 
the aperture of the frame, as a larger opening 
means more air passes through and allows 
for larger sample sizes. But there is always a 
trade-off. Lighter frames are easier to carry 
but are less robust. Telescoping handles are 
portable but are generally made of metal and 
therefore heavier than a wooden alternative. 
Larger apertures, though better for larger 
sample sizes, are much more unwieldy than 
smaller counterparts. The trick to finding 
a net that really works for you is finding a 
balance between all these factors.

stuff bag. These are extremely portable, but 
over the course of use tend to become a bit 
warped. Crushable frames are generally only 
used for butterfly nets, as the metal is too 
lightweight to be robust enough for sweeping 
across vegetation.

FRAME SHAPE
Professional 
Sweep Net

Spring Frame 
Butterfly Net

https://www.nhbs.com/professional-sweep-net?bkfno=176018&ad_id=4494
https://www.nhbs.com/spring-frame-butterfly-net?bkfno=234520&ad_id=4494
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https://www.nhbs.com/spring-frame-butterfly-net?bkfno=234520&ad_id=4494


When it comes to nets, there are a few considerations to bear in mind. Early insect nets, 
for example, tended to have quite long handles. But is this necessary? Sweep netting in 
particular is often carried out at waist height, targeting nearby insects as you walk
through a meadow. Not only are long handles unnecessary in many cases, it is often 
counterproductive. The longer the handle, the less control you have over the path the 
net takes, after all. You can extend your arm to reach an insect that is further away but 
it is much harder to accurately catch an insect that is too close. A longer handle will 
also cause wrist strain more quickly, as the weight of the bag and frame cause the net to 
become poorly balanced. Most basic nets, particularly sweep nets, are therefore given a 
short handle to stay light, well balanced and portable.

HANDLE DESIGN

That said, a longer handle can still be of use. You may want to sample from trees above 
head height, for example, or target a group that is very visual and likely to flee before 
you get close enough with a short-handled net. One such group is Lepidoptera, and for 
this reason some butterfly enthusiasts prefer butterfly nets with a longer handle. You’ll 
see long-handled nets used for catching flying invertebrates referred to as ‘aerial nets’ 
in some literature.

A good option for either net type is a telescopic handle. This allows the user to decide 
what length is best for them and offers more flexibility for its use, such as sweeping 
around trees. They tend to be heavier and less well balanced than non-telescopic 
alternatives though, and can be prone to breaking over longer periods of heavy use.

Sweep NetSpring Frame Butterfly Net

Long-handled 
Standard Sweep Net

Professional 
Butterfly Net

https://www.nhbs.com/sweep-net?bkfno=233085
https://www.nhbs.com/spring-frame-butterfly-net?bkfno=234520&ad_id=4494
https://www.nhbs.com/professional-butterfly-net
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https://www.nhbs.com/sweep-net?bkfno=233085
https://www.nhbs.com/spring-frame-butterfly-net?bkfno=234520&ad_id=4494


Explore the complete range of sweep and butterfly nets on our 
website. If you have any questions about our range or would like some 
advice on the right product for you, then please contact us via email 

at customer.services@nhbs.com or phone on 01803 865913
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